Projects such as new product development have the similar uncertainty about the job sequence/duration of the project. In order to complete the project by the desired date with a certain confidence, the variable times or branching probabilities should be designed appropriately. In this paper, we will propose a new planning method for the branching probabilities to realize the desired project duration.
Outline of the Proposed Method
We will propose a planning method for branching probabilities to realize the desired project duration using Genetic Algorithm technique supported by Monte Carlo simulation.
We will apply GA to search the vast searching space of possible branching-probability. The chromosome represents a set of branching-probability values, and each individual with the chromosome shows the project plan under the set of branching-probability values. If we can perform Monte Carlo simulation for evaluating all the individuals of all the generations, we might get a set of adequate branching-probability values. However, the Monte Carlo simulation is too time-consuming to do so many times. As it is practically impossible, we need efficient method for the evaluations.
We also propose a method based on Monte Carlo simulation result to evaluate individuals efficiently. According to this method, we can estimate the expectation of the project duration, Ex( ) X P , under arbitrary condition of P by theoretical calculation using Monte Carlo simulation results under the initial condition of 0 P as follows. Generally speaking, GA method may find the local optimal solutions instead of the global optimal solution. In order to avoid this local optimality, we usually apply a mutation algorithm. In this paper, we propose a new efficient mutation algorithm as follows. When we mutate the chromosomes, the probability of the mutation point of chromosome is selected in proportion to the sensitivity for the duration change. According to this unique mutation, we can expect the speed-up of searching better solutions. The sensitivity, 
Conclusion
We applied our method to a typical new product development project. The problem considered here is to look for the set of adequate branching-probabilities in order to realize the desired project duration. The result is shown in Fig. 1 . As shown in this figure, we can find the set of branching-probabilities that can satisfy the desired finishing date.
By our method, we can plan the set of branching-probabilities to finish the project by the desired date. Also, we can show the sensitivity of each arrow for the better project management. This paper proposes a new method to plan the project durations that are modeled as stochastic network such as GERT network.
Since stochastic networks have a variable time and a branching probability for each arrow, the total duration of the network is also modeled as a variable. In order to complete the project by the desired date with a certain confidence, the variable times or branching probabilities of the network should be designed appropriately. We will propose a planning method for branching probabilities to realize the desired project duration using GA and Monte Carlo simulation. 表 2 所要期間の感度分析 表 3 プロジェクト所要期間 図 7 プロジェクト所要期間分布 Ave. Std. Suc.
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